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Roadway signs are an essential component of the transportation system.  Minimum sign
retroreflectivity standards proposed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for
inclusion in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) have focused the
attention of administrators on improving the nighttime performance of roadway signs (Carlson
and Hawkins 2003).

Retroreflectivity can be defined as the ratio of the light that the sign reflects to a driver (cd) to
the light that illuminates the sign (lx) per unit area (m2).  In straightforward terms it is a measure
of how well the sign can be seen at night.  As a result of new minimum retroreflectivity
standards proposed by the FHWA, transportation agencies will need to assess whether their
current sign management practices will ensure compliance with the proposed standards.
Compliance with the standards will involve establishing an agency-wide sign management
strategy and ensuring that there is proof of compliance to protect against lawsuits.  Sign
management strategies generally involve manually evaluating the retroreflectivity of all signs (or
a sample of signs) in a jurisdiction or predicting when signs should be replaced based on
information in a comprehensive sign inventory database.

To predict when a sign will need replacement, an agency will need to know how long it takes for
the retroreflectivity of signs with similar characteristics to deteriorate to the minimum level
established by the FHWA.  Signs with the same color and ASTM sign sheeting type tend to
deteriorate similarly.  Type I sheeting is less retroreflective than Types III and IX, and is
therefore no longer being used for new installations in most areas.  However, the retroreflectivity
deterioration behavior of Type I sheeting is the most defined because it has been in use for
several decades.  However, because they are relatively new there is limited information about the
long-term deterioration behavior of ASTM Type III and IX signs.

Previous Retroreflectivity Deterioration Research
Sign deterioration has been studied under controlled (separate from traffic flows) or uncontrolled
conditions.  Signs in controlled studies only deteriorate because of natural weathering, but signs
studied in uncontrolled conditions are in service along the roads and are exposed to traffic and
vandalism as well as natural weathering.  There is no current source for long-term controlled sign
performance data.  AASHTO [2006] conducts the National Transportation Product Evaluation
Program (NTPEP) that compares most sheetings used in permanently installed traffic signs,
including Type I, III, and IX from the various manufacturers (AASHTO, 2006).  However, this
Program only examines signs for three years and thus is not helpful in determining when signs
are expected to deteriorate to levels below the FHWA proposed minimum.

Five uncontrolled sign deterioration studies have been conducted in the US in recent years in
addition to the tests conducted as a part of the NTPEP.  These studies were conducted by the
FHWA (Black et al. 1991), the State of Oregon (Kirk et al. 2001), Louisiana State University
(Wolshon et al. 2002), Purdue University (Bischoff and Bullock 2002), and North Carolina State
University (NCSU) (Rasdorf et al. 2006).  These studies measured the retroreflectivity and ages
of hundreds of mostly Type I signs in the field and had some difficulty creating well-defined
deterioration models from this data.  These studies found very few Type III signs in the field
older than 15 years and could only make limited conclusions about how these signs deteriorate.
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NEED FOR SIGN RETROREFLECTIVITY DATA
One way of achieving a better understanding of Type III and IX long-term sign deterioration is to
establish an experimental sign retroreflectivity measurement facility (ESRMF). An ESRMF is an
arrangement of signs in a controlled area that have their retroreflectivity measured at regular
intervals to determine how their retroreflectivity deteriorates as a function of time and other
factors.

While field measurement of in-place signs affords valuable data, as demonstrated by the five
previous retroreflectivity deterioration studies, there are uncontrollable factors that are faced
when using only in-place signs.  Vandalism (gunshots, paintballs, and eggs) can cause a sign to
deteriorate prematurely as can natural deposits of tree sap and dust.  Because of these
uncontrollable factors, there is a need to design and build an ESRMF in which a wide range of
variables of interest to traffic sign managers can be controlled.

CASE STUDY DESIGN
A design for an experimental sign retroreflectivity measurement facility needs to ensure that the
following objectives are met:

• Measure sign retroreflectivity over time in order to model sign deterioration.
• Determine when signs will fall below the proposed FHWA minimum retroreflectivity

standards.
• Evaluate sign sheeting types and colors most used by transportation agencies, both now

and in the future.
• Minimize the costs and space requirements associated with the ESRMF.

In order to illustrate how an ESRMF can be designed according to these objectives, an ESRMF
design for the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) is presented as a case
study.  The case study design includes a base ESRMF design and suggested optional
modifications to show how the design can be customized or expanded.

Sign Selection
Sign sheeting types were selected based on the sheeting types that agencies are currently
installing or are planning to install in the near future.  The sheetings that should be selected for
the NCDOT ESRMF are as follows:

• Type III encapsulated lens (glass bead)
• Type III prismatic
• Type IX prismatic

Sign colors for the ESRMF were also selected based on the sign colors most commonly used in
permanent signage by most transportation agencies.  The requirement that the signs be
permanent eliminates orange signs from consideration because they are used only on a temporary
basis in work zones.  Brown signs were also not included in the ESRMF because they are
primarily used to guide drivers to daytime attractions, and therefore do not need high visibility at
night. The sign colors selected for the ESRMF are as follows:
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• White
• Yellow
• Red
• Green

The selected sign colors are those most typically used for regulatory, warning, and guide signs
nationally.  Blue signs are not included in the basic design of the ESRMF because the FHWA
has not proposed minimum retroreflectivity values for blue signs, but they could be added in a
more customized design, as could fluorescent colors if the facility sponsor had an interest in
them.

To obtain 95% confidence in the analysis results, each sheeting color should have the total
sample size indicated in the fifth column of Table 1.  The total sample size (column 5) is equal to
four times the maximum needed sample size per orientation (column 4) because the ESRMF will
be testing signs facing north, south, east, and west.

Table 1. Color and Size of Signs Selected for ESRMF

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Sheeting
Color

Standard Deviation
from Field Study

Acceptable Difference
in Ra Values

Sample Size
per Orientation

Total Sample
Size

White 15.6 24.4 4 16
Yellow 18.2 19.9 4 16
Red 7.2 5.2 8 32
Green 3.9 4.1 4 16

The sample size per orientation was derived from the standard deviation of Ra values (column 2)
with the same Type III sheeting color and age from the NCSU field study (Rasdorf, et. al. 2006),
and an acceptable difference in the ESRMF Ra results (column 3) equivalent to 10% of the
average Ra value for the same Type III sheeting color and age.  Column 4 was calculated from
columns 2 and 3 by using the standard sample size formula {(1.96*Column 2)/Column 3}2 and
then rounding to the nearest multiple of 4.

Specific signs were selected for the ESRMF based on a combination of their sheeting color(s),
cost, and how critical they are in the field.  Ideal signs would have one to two sheeting colors
that could be measured for retroreflectivity, would be critical to driver safety, and would be of a
typical size.  Table 2 and Figure 1 show the test signs selected as a result of these criteria for the
basic ESRMF design.

In addition to the 16 test signs needed per ASTM sheeting type (in order to meet sample size
requirements) for each sign message and color combination, 5 extra signs should be included.
Four of these signs will serve as substitute signs.  These signs should be exposed to the same
environmental conditions in the ESRMF as the 16 test signs but in separate locations.  A
substitute sign can be used to replace a test sign that has been damaged during shipping,
installation, or the testing period.  The remaining extra sign should serve as a control sign.  The
control sign should be stored indoors so it is protected from deterioration due to the outside
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environment. The retroreflectivity deterioration not due to environmental effects can be
determined by comparing the deterioration of the control sign to that of the test signs.

Table 2. Color and Size of Signs Selected for ESRMF

Per ASTM Sheeting TypeSign
Message

Sign Color
Background

(legend)

Sign
MUTCD

Code
Sign Size Number of

Test Signs
Number of
Extra Signs

TOTAL
Number of

Signs
Stop Red R1-1 30" 16 5        63*
Stop Ahead Yellow (Red) W3-1 36" x 36" 16 5 63
Speed Limit White R2-1 24" x 30" 16 5 63
Destination
Sign Green D1-2 54" x 24" 16 5 63

TOTAL 64 20 252
• Total = 16 + 5 or 21 signs per sheeting time times 3 sheeting types
• 

   
Legend
¢ Retroreflectometer measurement locations on each sign (four per sign per color measured)

Figure 1. Signs Selected for Basic ESRMF Design with MUTCD Code

Sign Layout and Installation
The installation of signs in the ESRMF needs to resemble as closely as possible the typical
installation conditions in the field.  This requires that the sign height, spacing, layout, and
ESRMF location are designed to approximate the average field conditions in the region the
ESRMF represents.  All of the signs included in the basic ESRMF design are intended to be
installed at approximately the same time to ensure that all signs have the same installation date.

The signs in the ESRMF should be installed at a height of five feet from the ground to the
bottom of the sign, which is consistent with the MUTCD-specified height for rural roads as
specified in the MUTCD. The signs should be placed far enough apart to ensure that shadows are
not cast from one sign onto another.  The basic ESRMF design requires that when the angle
between the sun and the ground is 15° or greater, none of the signs, except those facing west
when the sun is facing east, etc., will be covered by shadow.  Since the height of the largest sign
(Stop Ahead) is 4.25 ft, sign supports need to be spaced at least 16 feet from the nearest sign that
could be casting a shadow.
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In order to increase the sign support density in the ESRMF, modules of 16 signs each were
designed so that they minimize shadows cast from one sign to another and test four different sign
orientations: north, south, east, and west.  Figure 2 shows the design of a typical “module” of 16
signs.

Figure 2. Layout of Sign Module

The basic sign layout, as shown in Figure 3, consists of four modules per each of the three
sheeting types, for a total of 12 modules.

Figure 3. Basic 12-Module Sign Layout

A layout of the entire ESRMF is shown in Figure 4.  This layout includes an area for the basic,
12-module ESRMF as well as 18 additional module locations for future ESRMF expansion and
for “substitute” signs that can replace damaged test signs in the original 12-module section.  The
spare signs would be exposed and measured along with the signs in the 12-module ESRMF, so
they would be ready to be used as a substitute for a damaged test sign if needed.
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Figure 4. 30-Module ESRMF Layout

The ESRMF as proposed in Figure 4, with a module size of 20 ft square and a spacing of 16 ft
between modules, will need a level area at least 204 ft by 240 ft, or 1.12 acres.  This area should
be as far as possible from surrounding trees and buildings and should have a gravel, bare dirt, or
paved surface to limit vegetation (grass).  This will reduce the cost to maintain the area and the
chances of damage to the signs from maintenance operations.

Protecting the signs in the ESRMF is critical.  Once this facility is made operational, any
significant damage through vandalism or theft would be devastating.  Therefore protection is of
paramount importance.  For this reason, the ESRMF should be surrounded by two enclosures.
The inner enclosure will be a 9 ft. high fence that would prevent those outside the ESRMF from
even noticing the test facility and possibly vandalizing it.  The fence should be no taller than 9 ft.
so that it does not cast any shadows on the signs.  The outer enclosure should be another fence
located 20 feet further out to prevent unauthorized access to the ESRMF.  The outer fence is not
needed if the ESRMF is installed within an access-controlled agency facility, such as a locked
compound.

Data Collection
Once the ESRMF is installed, all signs should have their initial in-place retroreflectivity
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measured by a portable retroreflectometer point instrument in four locations.  The
retroreflectometer should be calibrated each time it is used, and the same retroreflectometer unit
should be used to collect all readings.  For each sign type (Stop, Stop Ahead, Speed Limit, and
Destination Sign) a template should be created showing the precise location and order in which
measurements are to be taken for signs in the ESRMF and control signs.  This will ensure that
retroreflectivity measurements are taken in the same locations on each sign over time because
slight changes in the retroreflectometer location on the sign may yield different readings.  The
reader is referred to Figure 1 where measurement locations are shown on the four signs selected
for the basic ESRMF design.

Semi-annually each sign and color combination should be measured for retroreflectivity using a
calibrated retroreflectometer. A database for the ESRMF will be implemented.  This database
will contain the sign inventory number, sign installation date, sign manufacture date, and sign
attributes such as sign color, message, orientation, and sheeting type.  All signs will have one
unique inventory number, except for the Stop Ahead signs, which will have two; one for the
yellow sheeting and one for the red sheeting.  Each sign, when it is installed, will have a label on
the front of its support with its assigned sign inventory number and a label on the back of the
sign with the sign inventory number, the sign manufacture date, and the sign installation date.

SIGN TEST FACILITY CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
The ESRMF design aims for flexibility in order to support a broad and robust study and to make
available to the research community data that have not heretofore been available.  At the same
time each location that sets up such a facility needs to do so in a way to meet its specific needs.
In particular, the following are possible extensions or enhancements that could be considered
depending on an agency’s needs:

• Other sign colors and messages
• Additional sheeting types and other sheeting manufacturers
• Modification of module size and layout
• Data collection frequency changes

CONCLUSIONS
An ESRMF will enable an agency to measure how signs deteriorate over time in a controlled
environment that mimics field conditions.  The controlled environment limits the effects of
vandalism and damage on signs and results in less variability in both deterioration data and
models.  Better deterioration models can help agencies determine when signs in the field will
deteriorate without having to initiate programs to measure sign retroreflectivity at regular
intervals.

The proposed FHWA minimum retroreflectivity standards require that agencies have a sign
management and evaluation method in place.  The deterioration models developed from the
ESRMF could be used to calculate sign lifetimes in the expected sign life or blanket replacement
method.  The ESRMF could also be used to implement the control sign maintenance method
suggested by the FHWA where ESRMF signs can be chosen to represent similar signs in the
field. When the retroreflectivity of the test signs in the ESRMF falls below the proposed
minimum, similar signs in the field should be replaced.
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The ESRMF will also assist agencies in determining what sign sheetings to use in different
applications.  Currently, there is a particularly significant need for long-term performance data
on the newer sign sheetings, beyond the short-term performance data from the NTPEP.  If an
agency knows how a sign sheeting type deteriorates over time relative to its cost, life-cycle cost
analysis can be used to determine the most cost-effective sheeting applications.  Thus, facilities
such as the ESRMFs recommended here will yield important data that are not available in any
other cost-effective way.
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